
 The real value of real news monitoring 
 
 

Today’s public relations reality is that technology has created more opportunities for you to 

consume news. But it has also made it harder to find the news that you need. For companies, 

nonprofits, and government agencies, the real value of news is finding only what you need. 

That lets you generate actionable insights and review your efforts. 

 

 PR professionals and managers of 

communication must manage the news that 

impacts their organization. To do so, they 

need intelligent news, from the beginning. 

From tracking the effectiveness of public 

relations efforts, to measuring the impact of 

an earnings report, the real value of your 

news boils down to two key elements: truth 

and speed. Facts and timeliness. This post will 

answer four of the most important questions 

when considering a media monitoring service. 

 

1. What is the origin of my earned media exposure? Can these sources be trusted? 

Let’s talk about the classic problem of fake news. The use of the term “fake news” has grown 

exponentially since 2016, but the dangers of “fake news” have existed forever. Whether rumor 

or lie, false accounts have found their way into the news media since the beginning of news. 

Using a media monitoring service that can focus on credible news sources as a data set, and 

then digest and cluster stories of similar credibility is an amazing new way to focus your 

attention. 

For example, in 2017 Universal Information Services was the first news monitoring vendor to 

launch a service that could identify the first occurrence of a story and then cluster similar 

stories as they were amplified through other media outlets. Our print and web news stories are 

culled from professional news sources. And now, the artificial intelligence that allows Universal 

to digest, cluster, and summarize credible news is being applied to social media as well.  
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Now no one can deny that some sources 

lean politically left or right. But most 

newspapers, magazines, and online news 

sites employ professional journalists, and 

these men and women of the media 

endeavor to do the best work possible. So 

our sources are not full of outlets 

purposely misleading the public for a 

specific agenda.  

 

Does a doctor hope her patient dies? Does a schoolteacher hope his student fails? Obviously 

not. Similarly, journalists don’t actively work to spread untruths. They inform with factual new 

— news that we find for our clients. Although some may not agree with the opinions, 

perspective, or message of a journalist’s story, statistically it can’t be denied that stories 

tracked in credible news sources are as factually accurate as can be. 

 

2. Why are some media mentions more valuable than others? 

This is a great question with several answers. First, never believe a media measurement service 

or agency that recommends you “only measure what matters.” This is a false notion coming 

from PR measurement services that simply don’t have access to enough of your results to 

generate data sets with a high level of confidence. It is true, some media mentions matter more 

than others, but from a data science perspective we have found that even the smallest stories 

can impact other mentions, much like the butterfly effect. 

You don’t necessarily know if that newspaper article has been amplified through online 

syndication, or in the reverse, or if a web news story has generated published articles across 

your industry or geographic area, until you have a service like Universal Information Services 

line up all results together. 

Media mentions are now flowing in several directions: from print to web, from web to social, 

and even from social to print. Being able to capture all those media mentions is what sets 

comprehensive services apart from those that only cover the easiest of media mentions, online 

news. 

Briefly, we should stop on the question many ask: “Isn’t everything available online?” Simply 

answered, no, you cannot track all your news online. There are severe limitations to the 
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number of newspapers one can freely access online. Even aggregators like Google or Yahoo 

have only selected sources for their news services. Only a comprehensive media monitoring 

service can track and provide stories from virtually all newspapers, web sources, and social 

media networks. Media monitors build very large-scale systems to create the ability to track 

your news comprehensively, so make sure the vendor you work with is truly “comprehensive.”  

 

 

3. Can artificial intelligence (A.I.) really help me work smarter and save time? 

Yes. 

We should probably elaborate more on how this technology can improve the return on your 

effort. By understanding and training our news monitoring programs to follow the conventions 

of journalism and writing, we can generate a level of media monitoring never before 

possible. Alpha Clips, from Universal Information Services, applies artificial intelligence to 

analyze and summarize newspaper, magazine, and online media coverage so found news can 

be read more quickly by the user. Additionally, stories that are closely related across other 

media outlets will be shown as clusters, with secondary articles linked under the Alpha Clip. 

Clustering secondary articles helps show the reach of a story identified, a feature important for 

public relations and crisis management. 

 

The Alpha Clips technology also uses the conventions and 

formatting of journalism to shorten the length of a news story by 

intelligently summarizing an article. Summarized Alpha Clips are 

enriched with click-through access to the original, full-text content 

and images from the publisher. More specifically, our artificial 

intelligence trains the system to extract key elements of a story 

based on your specific needs. For instance, the system understands 

https://universal-info.com/alpha-clips-the-origin-of-shared-news/
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your targeted interests and weighs that understanding against the importance of a headline, 

lead paragraph, and subsequent sentences. 

What does all this computing power mean for our public relations and communications clients? 

It means you can work smarter, faster, and save your time for more mission critical activities. 

 

4. How can I find affordable tools that will improve the PR work I perform? 

If you know how to use a search engine, like Google, it is not hard to find PR software tools that 

can help you work smarter and faster. The key item to remember is that because you have 

options among vendors, your negotiating power is greater. Through a global perspective on the 

media monitoring industry, here are ways to go about finding a great service you can afford. 

First, if you are currently using a news monitoring service and feel you need better results, 

tools, or support, then use a search engine to look among their competitors. You can use similar 

search terms or names as you used to find your current vendor. As you scan through the first 

page or two of results, make a short list of four to five services that sound like they might fit 

your needs. 

Next, develop three questions that target the qualities you need from a media monitoring and 

measurement service. Your key points might include: 

• Comprehensive media coverage 

• Speed in delivering results 

• Depth of its service, support, and training 

• Price 

• Whether or not it monitors all media types (print, broadcast, web, and social), or 

just a few 

• Is it a member of the global trade groups FIBEP and AMEC? 

• Is it flexible with service agreements, or does it include terms like “90 days 

advanced notice to cancel service”? If a service isn’t working for you, holding you 

captive for three more months should not be tolerated. 

• Can it demonstrate the depth of its media coverage? Can it show you real 

articles, broadcast stories, web hits, and social media mentions, or only articles 

from the web? 

• Does it offer media measurement that is transparent and delivers actionable 

insight? 

• Can you permanently save your mentions, or does it auto-expire your results 

after so many days? 

https://www.google.com/search?sxsrf=ACYBGNTFsZyLou3PV3bIbBHkkHHCYEFTtg%3A1581722443322&source=hp&ei=SytHXsXGEdrNtQbc-5aoDg&q=news+monitoring+services&oq=news+monitoring+services&gs_l=psy-ab.3..0j0i22i30l5.14331.17577..17986...3.0..0.132.1963.22j2......0....1..gws-wiz.....10..35i362i39j35i39j0i131j0i20i263j0i10j0i22i10i30.8TdsdwzAalA&ved=0ahUKEwiFmPail9LnAhXaZs0KHdy9BeUQ4dUDCAg&uact=5
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The three questions we enjoy the most are: 

1. Can you show me some sample reports that demonstrate how comprehensive your 

news monitoring is? 

2. Will you send me a sample Insights Dashboard so I can see how you measure my 

results? 

3. Can I speak with your customer service manager about how you plan to support and 

train me or my team in the future? 

The above three questions can tell you almost everything you need to know about how well a 

vendor can serve you. Of course, there are many other questions you will want to ask as you 

get closer to finalizing your decision, but asking these three can save you a lot of time. 

 

One final note: 

Having confidence in the found news you need from a media monitor is a matter of trust. Do 

you trust the media outlets, sources, and selected articles your media monitoring service 

delivers? Do you trust the people you’ve paid to track and measure your media outcomes? Only 

a professional third party can objectively ensure that news is selected outside of an agenda or 

bias — something organizations need in order to have a clear view of their media exposure. If 

you don’t trust your current vendor, or have doubts about their deliverables, talk to a few of its 

competitors. 

Again, because you have options within the media monitoring and measurement industry, you 

have leverage to find the best service for your needs. Of course, if you need help, we are always 

happy to talk about your options. 

 

For additional help with your media monitoring efforts, contact Universal Information Services 

by phone at 1-800-408-3178 or by email at news@universal-info.com. 

 

mailto:news@universal-info.com

